8th May 2020
And so it is, the end of another busy week!
A big cheery hello from a distance to all our students and families. It is definitely the unknown we are living in but
we are getting through it. Soon we will be out the other side and returning to our lives as we knew them. I’m sure
many families will reflect and make slight changes to previous times and hopefully be able to continue some of
the more connected family times we are getting – daily walks and talks, just to name a few. I find it very
interesting that we are all in this journey together yet at the same time, we are in isolation. We are all learning as
we go through this and what we are facing today will become a time in history to reflect upon in the future. Just
remember, do things that matter. Enjoy the time with family, take walks, go on bike rides, bake cakes, do
gardening, read stories and stay positive.
I would like to thank our wonderful school community for the overwhelming support in these unexpected times.
The positive emails received by staff have been overwhelming as we navigate this new experience together, not
to mention some lovely goodies of thanks being left at the office for our hard working staff. We truly appreciate
your thoughts and kind words. We are enjoying seeing some pictures of remote learning so please do keep
sharing them.
Communication is key throughout this process and we have been using parent email addresses for a lot of
contact. I urge you to let us know if you have not been receiving this communication, so that we can confirm
email addresses. Staff have been following up with some families via phone and have experienced difficulty
contacting some parents as they won’t answer a call from a private number or unknown number. Please be
aware that staff may be trying to touch base with you and your child/children from private numbers while
working from home.
There was a time in the 1930’s when schools were closed due to an outbreak of Polio. A teacher used to ride a
bike to drop off lessons each Friday and hand out work marked from the previous week whilst collecting newly
completed work. We need to be mindful that this is not the first time that our State has been in this situation and
we are quite fortunate to have the technology for communication and to support learning that wasn’t available
back then.
Take Care
If ever there was a time to be flexible and adaptable, the time is now. There are bound to be challenges and
upsets along the way. Our families are being so supportive and flexible, you are all doing an amazing job, we
both thank you and congratulate you. Please don’t compare yourselves to other families or other schools,
everyone is working hard to do what is best for our students and their own children, lets keep going. Be kind to
yourselves and look after yourselves and be grateful to each other.
Tomorrow is another day, next week brings another week, before you know it, we will return.
Take care and stay safe.
Gill Gray
Principal

PS – My joke of the day;

Q Why was the Math book so sad?
A Because it had so many problems.

Wishing all of our wonderful mother’s,
grandmother’s, special ladies a most
wonderful day on Sunday. May you all
be treated with the love and care you
deserve.

www.kingsleypark.vic.edu.au

A few questions we have been receiving & answers ?
What time is my Google Meet today? – This has been really successful and students are having check ins with
their teachers at least twice each week. Look out for the class schedules.
My login wont work today! – Contact the school, we can assist with re-setting passwords and helping you get
on.
There is too much work to get through! – Lucky we have Wednesday’s for catch-up time to complete any
un-finished work and do some specialist activities (everyone is loving Mrs Kenway’s Daily Challenges) and if
you have completed your required class work, there is always the optional activities and now the Captains
Assignments.
Will we make mistakes? – Yes, but what a wonderful learning opportunity it was.
Do I have to check in each day? – Yes, then you are marked present, please try your best to do this by
9.15am. If not, make contact with your teacher as soon as you can, we all need to do our work as it suits
family time just please check in so your teacher knows you are working. Remember, everybody is managing
different issues and loads at home so learning time is flexible to suit family needs.
Will I cope with my kids at home if this continues? Yes, you will, it might be challenging at times – it is for the
kids too. Call a friend, debrief, turn the screens off and do some physical activity then set clear expectations
and rules for the family, develop a routine you can all work with and ensure you get the time you need to do
your work from home, schedule in some quiet time.
How much will my child fall behind because they aren’t at school? Following learnings from the Christchurch
earthquakes of 2011, education expert Professor John Hattie stated that Australian students could lose a
whole term without falling significantly behind international counterparts. They are still learning and we are
sure they are learning many things from parents that generally wouldn’t have had the time to happen in
busy lives.
Can my child come to school yet? We are all still under strict Ministerial Guidelines of ‘If they can be at home
with someone, then they must complete their learning from home’. We have a skeleton staff onsite for
supervision of children for our working parents and our most vulnerable students. We thank our parents for
working so well with this and not abusing the need for onsite supervision and only using it as required. You are
doing a tremendous job. We understand many parents are trying to complete work from home whilst
assisting their children with learning from home, believe me, we do understand how difficult this is with a
number of our own staff teaching a class of students online while either supervising students here and/or
supporting their own children learning from home. Flexible times of work is fine, just keep in contact with your
child’s class teacher so they know they are still completing their work. Please remember, onsite time is basic
supervision and still remote learning, there is limited direct teaching, this is for supervision of students only
while parents are at work as the teachers all have their own classes to teach. Please do be of the
misunderstanding that students will get learning in a smaller class size and ’extra’ teaching while at school—
they remain under the direction of their remote classroom.
Is the school office open? We have someone in attendance each day in the office and the required staffing
ratios for the students booked in for working parents. Our hours of attendance are 8.30 to 3.30 each day – just
like you, we are also then required to work from home.
Are teachers getting Wednesdays off? NO! Our teachers are super busy creating learning videos for their
lessons, correcting work and setting new tasks for student learning. We created catch up Wednesdays as
feedback from families was that there were too many tasks and students were missing their specialist classes
to keep up with the workload. We created this day for students to catch up and hopefully, give parents a
break from needing to support continual learning. Our teachers are online everyday for our students.

Happy Birthday to our
terrific Kingsley Kids
celebrated birthdays
between
April 25th - May 8th
Josh C
Charlie H
Kenzy S
Josh D
Brodie W
Zac G
Jarvis W
Drew B
Max L
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M2
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M4
S13
M4

Camps, Sports & Excursions Fund (CSEF)
Is your application form with us yet?
A reminder that many parents will now be eligible for CSEF due to changing family circumstances associated with COVID-19.
The Camps, Sports and Excursions Fund is provided by the Victorian
Government to ensure that no student will miss out on the opportunity to join their
classmates for important, educational and fun activities. If you hold a valid means
-tested concession card or are a temporary foster parent, you may be eligible for
CSEF. The allowance will be paid to the school to use towards expenses
relating to camps, excursions or sporting activities for the benefit of your child.
Application forms are available from the school office and need to be completed
only if you have not received CSEF previously through our school. Further
information on eligibility and how to apply is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/csef.aspx?
Redirect=1#link22

A little story I thought was worth sharing with our community:
The Struggles of Our Life
Once upon a time a daughter complained to her father that her life was miserable and that she didn’t know
how she was going to make it. She was tired of fighting and struggling all the time. It seemed just as one
problem was solved, another one soon followed. Her father, a chef, took her to the kitchen. He filled three pots
with water and placed each on a high fire. Once the three pots began to boil, he placed potatoes in one pot,
eggs in the second pot and ground coffee beans in the third pot. He then let them sit and boil, without saying a
word to his daughter. The daughter, moaned and impatiently waited, wondering what he was doing. After
twenty minutes he turned off the burners. He took the potatoes out of the pot and placed them in a bowl. He
pulled the eggs out and placed them in a bowl. He then ladled the coffee out and placed it in a cup.
Turning to her, he asked. “Daughter, what do you see?”
“Potatoes, eggs and coffee,” she hastily replied.
“Look closer” he said, “and touch the potatoes.”
She did and noted that they were soft.
He then asked her to take an egg and break it.
After pulling off the shell, she observed the hard-boiled egg.
Finally, he asked her to sip the coffee.
Its rich aroma brought a smile to her face.
“Father, what does this mean?” she asked.
He then explained that the potatoes, the eggs and coffee beans had each faced the same adversity-the
boiling water. However, each one reacted differently. The potato went in strong, hard and unrelenting, but in
boiling water, it became soft and weak. The egg was fragile, with the thin outer shell protecting its liquid interior
until it was put in the boiling water. Then the inside of the egg became hard. However, the ground coffee
beans were unique. After they were exposed to the boiling water, they changed the water and created
something new. “Which one are you?” he asked his daughter.
“When adversity knocks on your door, how do you respond? Are you a potato, an egg, or a coffee bean?”
Moral of the story:
In life, things happen around us, things happen to us, but the only thing that truly matters is how you choose to
react to it and what you make out of it. Life is all about leaning, adopting and converting all the struggles that
we experience into something positive.
www.https://wealthygorilla.com/best-short-moral-stories

Mrs Kenway’s ‘Wacky Wednesday Challenge’
Darcy, Xavier and Lachie enjoying
Mrs Kenway’s Wacky Wednesday
Challenges and Hudson’s Wacky
Wednesday hat.

Students Awards for the week ending 1st May
Congratulations to all our weekly award winners
P16 Aroha-Lee

Amazing work in learning your sounds. Well done!

P18 Branch H

Amazing blending skills when sounding out words.

J17 Issy S

For being so brave and making a video to share with the class.

J20 Pippa D

Continued persistence to work through challenges.

J21 Miller H

Amazing and positive attitude towards learning.

J22 Imogen A

Sharing amazing work through Google Classroom.

J23 Zoe V

Being such a hard working and showing commitment with learning.

M1 Eliza S

Amazing work ethic and terrific persuasive letters this week.

M2 Evie F

Positive, persistent and enthusiastic attitude always!

M3 Darcy E

Giving home learning your very best efforts. Well done!

M4 Jarvis W

Exceptional math work in both presentation and accuracy.

M5 Ryda K

Working cooperatively and attempting all home learning tasks.

S8

Kenzy S

Listening to feedback to create an excellent discussion piece.

S9

Kaiyn F

Outstanding commitment to all remote learning tasks.

S10 Ailah M

Amazing attention to detail when reading instructions.

S12 Lexi K

Terrific persuasive advertisement regarding chocolate

S13 Hayley B

Sensational daily weather report video that brightened our day.

SCIENCE

Jaxon S

A fabulous and informative Google Slide.

PE

Somma MT

Incredible video explanation of home workout.

Performing Arts

Indigo M

Awesome warm up movements!

Auslan

Olive S

Excellent effort in learning Auslan ‘Rainbow’song.

Visual Arts

Eliza S

Awesome stop motion presentation.

REMOTE LEARNING NEWS

Creative Writing by Quinn O M3

Some terrific recount writing from Brax J20 well done Brax!
Kai from M2 was very
excited to receive his
KPPS Student
Achievement Award
in the mail for his
enthusiasm and
beyond expectation
work. You have done
such an amazing job
completing all tasks,
going further than
what is required for
many.
What a SUPERSTAR!!
We loved your Shark
Attack video!

One day I got to school and could not
see my friend Darcy anywhere, but I
thought to myself maybe I should wait
until I see him in class. When I walked
into class, Darcy was nowhere to be
seen. I was really confused so I asked Mr
G, “Have you seen Darcy today?”
“Hey Quinn, I’m so sorry, I have not seen
Darcy today. Hopefully he comes in later” responded Mr
G.
“OK, thank you Mr G, I’ll go sit down and wait for him”, I
said.
The class started and I still haven’t seen Darcy. I was very
worried about him until I heard a knock at the door. I ran
over to the door in the hallway and opened it to find a
large, fat, slimy green frog.
“It’s me Darcy, I’ve been turned into a frog by an evil
witch”, yelled the frog.
“No way Darcy, I don’t believe that – how could that
happen?” I asked.
“I was walking to school and then a witch appeared. I
asked her what was she doing and she said that she
needed a real live chicken for her ritual, but she couldn’t
find any, so she turned me into a frog until she could find
someone to find her a chicken” Darcy exclaimed. “Can
you help me?”
“Absolutely, can you let me grab my bag?” I said.
Immediately we left the school and we discussed who we
knew that had pet chickens. As we discussed this, we
didn’t want to take anyone’s pets off them, so we
continued to walk and walk until we found a chicken in
the middle of the road. Darcy and I quickly grabbed the
chicken and ran back to the school to find the witch.
“You got the chicken I asked for?” said the witch.
“Yes, now turn my friend back”, I yelled.
She immediately turned Darcy back into human and we
went back to class, but unfortunately we had to have
detention for leaving the school. Miss Gray just had a chat
to us and asked us to find a teacher next time.

What’s Happening in the Senior School ?

Congratulations Senior Students and Parents/Guardians!
We are so incredibly impressed with the manner in which Senior students continue to approach
remote learning. Their positive attitude and engagement in learning tasks is matched only by
the high quality work that they are producing. Thank you parents and guardians for your
continued support in our remote learning plans.
Senior students have been diligently working on developing strategies to read and analyse
persuasive texts. As of Week 4, students will consolidate their skills to read and analyse different
genres of imaginative texts such as narratives, animations, poetry and songs. Each week,
students will stay up to date with current affairs through the ‘Behind the News’ program on the
ABC.
Students will create imaginative texts such as micro stories, narratives and poems. We look
forward to reading some creative writing using five senses descriptive language and figurative
language to engage the reader. Students often find a topic the hardest part of creative
writing. You can help them by discussing and brainstorming ideas.
Fractions! Fractions! Fractions! As of Week 5, we will be introducing numeracy learning around
fractions. Students and adults alike can find this topic tricky. Don’t worry, we’ll do our best to
provide real life, hands on activities for students to consolidate their learning in this area.
Don’t forget that students can log into their PE, Science and Visual Arts specialist classes on
Google Classroom throughout the week.
Keep up the wonderful work Senior Students, you are amazing.
The Senior Teaching Team.

“A Soldier”
by Ebony C
S9

“Lest We Forget” by Isabel L S9

The preps are loving creating art pieces with Julia
Donaldson books The Gruffalo and Room on a
Broom.

Home Learning Work Pieces
Are Cats Smarter Than Dogs
The earth houses the two most famous pet choices in the modern world. Cats and
dogs. Everyone likes to argue which is better, but are these animals as clever as they
seem?
For starters, if you look at this from a scientific standing point, dogs are in fact much
smarter than cats. Over the course of many years of domestication, these animal’s
brains have actually shrunk. Cat’s brains have shrunk by a whopping thirty percent,
and dogs by twenty. This means dogs have much more of a capacity to learn and remember than cats,
simply because their brain is bigger.
But, when you look at a dog and cats behaviour side by side, cats do seem to be more logical. Dogs are
more dependent on humans, while cats have stayed independent. If you were to release a cat and dog
back out into the wild, a cat would be more likely to survive. They are still wild at heart, and would find it
much easier to adapt back to a life of freedom. A dog would most likely wait for someone to return, or
attempt to make their way back to civilisation.
However, a dog’s ability to learn is remarkable. From learning simple tricks, to actually being able to alert and
bring medication to people. It’s the reason why we have them as service dogs, they do take their job
seriously, and can perform complicated tasks to help give people better lives. Here’s a list of the jobs dogs
perform; police dogs, army dogs, therapy and service dogs, border protection dogs, farm dogs, guard dogs
and movie stars just to name a few. Cats don’t have that ability to learn, while dogs do and WILL remember if
you teach them well.
But, cats are more cautious than dogs. They will not automatically trust like a dog does, and will instead wait
to see if someone is a threat or a friend. This proves cats are much more logical, their trust must be earned.
This is how they often avoid abusive homes. While dogs will try to tolerate it and see the best in their owner, a
cat will not, and will not give the time of day to them.
In defence of dogs loving nature, they do know when someone is dangerous. They will stay away and growl
when someone who’s possibly a threat approaches their beloved owner. They are friendly towards people
because they see no point in being cold to someone who isn’t a threat. They get all the attention that way,
treats, belly rubs, and just lots of love. Cats think they’re being neglected, but they’re causing it all themselves
by not being open to love.
In conclusion, cats are not smarter than dogs for the following reasons; a dogs brain size is overall bigger and
can store a lot of information, they are smart enough to have jobs and make people’s lives better, and they
know when someone is a threat and when they aren’t.
By Alannah F-W S12

Work topic :
ANZAC Day
Create a menu
to tell what they
would have
eaten in WW1.

The main food was pea-soup with a
few lumps of horse-meat but the bulk
of their diet in the trenches was bully
beef (canned corned beef), bread
and biscuits. By winter of 1916 flour
was in such short supply they started
making bread out of dried ground
turnips.
Hannah D S12

Work topic : ANZAC Day
Remembering those who
sacrificed themselves for us
in 1914, during World War 1.

Ella-May C M1

REMOTE LEARNING NEWS - SENIORS
April 25th, a long time ago,
New Zealand and Australia battled at dawn
Zig zagging through bushes
And crawling through trenches
Courageous men remembered for their defences

By Amelia Q S10

Dear Father
I am writing this letter to you to tell you how life is like in Australia while you
and the ANZACs are at war. Mother misses you dearly and so do Ollie and
I. Life in Frankston is very strange not having many men around. It’s been
mainly ladies working in all the farms and factories. Sadly many people have
got telegrams in the mail it it’s been frightful news. My dear friend Charlotte
has been crying so much. Yesterday she got the news that her older brother
Conner passed away. Everybody is heart broken. School has been normal
with all the teachers scribbling on the blackboard and banging their sticks on
our desks as usual although some classes have got assigned a new teachers since
some signed up to fight.
Although everyone is trying to live life normally it just feels impossible,
knowing what’s going on in Gallipoli.

Painting by Kody S S10

Please scan the QR code using the camera on
your smartphone to watch this amazing
advertisement by Amber in S8 about ANZAC
Day
https://tinyurl.com/Amber-ANZAC-Ad

Grandmother says sometimes war can bring us together but does tear us
apart. Both Grandmother and Grandfather miss you dearly, the whole
family does. I hope you are keeping cousin’s Jarvis and Hamish safe, Aunt
Susan is worried sick and so is Uncle Gene. Thankfully he didn’t sign up. I
guess he has to keep the shop open to keep everyone going. Ollie has been
crying every night missing you and saying ‘I want daddy’. It just breaks my
heart.
Keep all the soldiers in high spirits father, and I wish you all good luck. I love
you to the moon and back. Oh and inside the tin is some Anzac biscuits.
Grandmother baked them, they are delicious.
Love from
Amanda
Amanda S S10

Model of the
Gallipoli trenches
Aidyn F S8

REMOTE LEARNING NEWS
JUNIOR SCIENCE

SPIDER RACES:
I had a spider race
with my sister
this was fun.
Maya J20

Each week I have been adding a
new science activity for the Preps
and Juniors to do. It is great to see
that they are enjoying them.
Thank you for giving them a go.

MIDDLE SCIENCE
This term Middles are learning about the
Earth and how day and night occurs. They
have made some fantastic videos to
explain how it rotates. It had been great to
see some students using globes to
demonstrate their understanding and some
even making their own globe using paper
mache. Keep up the excellent work.

BALLOON HOVERCRAFT:
This was awesome! - Caddie J22

SENIOR SCIENCE
This term we are looking at planets. I set a task to create a mnemonic as a way to remember the planets in
order from closest to the sun and to find objects at home to represent the relative sizes of each planet. Here
are some of their responses.
My Very Excellent Mum Just Served Up Napoli (spaghetti ) – Jayde S10.
Mum’s Very Energetic Monkey Just Saw Us Napping – Bear S9
My Very Elegant Mother Jumped Sideways Under Napkins – Ryder S13

Massive Volcanic Eruptions Might Jumble Up Sheep Nastily – Audrey S12

My Very Eager Mouse Jumps Softly Under Nests- Jack S8

The children have also been exploring making
sundials and how we use them to tell the time.
Here is one Charlotte did, look how the
shadow has moved in the hour.

Camp Australia
Kingsley Park PS
Before and
After School Care

Phone : 1300 105 343
Kingsley Park offers music tuition
during the hours of 1.00pm to 4.15pm.
To arrange music lessons for your child
during a suitable time in our learning
day, please contact Genesis Music
directly for;
DRUMS , WOODWIND, BRASS, VOCALS,
GUITAR, & KEYBOARD
For piano only, please contact ;

Tracey Abbott
E: blackvelvet77@musician.org
M: 0424 301 178

Activities
Competitions
Sausage Sizzle

Reg-

For all you do,
You do with love.
You are so special,
A gift from above.
And with all my heart I want to say
I love you and have a won-

Here is just a snapshot of some of our wonderful mums and their Kingsley Kids

Happy Mother’s Day

